
prepare
Predicting where the object I am catching will land

Thinking about my body position when preparing to catch

Getting my hands into a ‘ready’ position

SPACE
Increase distance away from hoop or partner to increase difficulty. 

When playing competitively, ask children to set up a ‘court’ to stay within.
TASK

Add a flat marker into the hoop or between partners to encourage more accurate throws. 
Ask children to balance and navigate on one leg.

Ask children to throw and catch with one hand, once a two-handed catch has been secured.
EQUIPMENT

Use a range of different balls with different bounces. Use smaller/bigger hoops to make 
easier/harder.

PEOPLE
Provide individual challenges to students.

Play as a 3, rather than a 2, to encourage teamwork when chasing as a pair.

Can you show me a ready position? Look at your friends ready position, 
can you tell them how to make it better?

Listening skills. Communication when children are creating new rules for 
activities.

L1: Hulk Smash!
Children to work in pairs and with a choice of ball. 

Children bounce (smash) their ball into their hoop, with 
their partner catching it. If they catch it successfully, the 

pair gets 1 point. Begin with playing collaboratively and 
then progress to playing competitively. 

L2: Hulk Smash cont…
Progression: Children could then play 2v2 to encourage 

teamwork.
Progression: Children could use a bench to hit off or 

over – exploring a link to ideas of net and wall games.
Progression: Use a wall to change the angle of the 

throw that children need to prepare for.

Bounce, Chase, Tag
Children to work in pairs and with a choice of ball. 

Children bounce and catch the ball between them until 
a teacher says ”chase”. The student in possession of the 
ball then chases their partner, aiming to tag them with 

the ball within 10 seconds. 

Progression: Catching with one hand or lying down for 
example. 

Progression: Playing in a group of 3, with the thrower 
choosing at random which student to throw it too, 

further emphasizing the importance of being 
‘prepared’.


